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Every good leader needs some good followers. I learned this as an 
outdoor leader in college and was reminded again last week at a CMC 
leadership conference where several people noted how di'erent the 
CMC is from a professional guide service. As a club of enthusiastic 
mountain adventurers, the notion of follower (a.k.a. member, 
participant, or student) is especially important in the CMC. Sheepies(
unquestioning sheep-like followers(have no place in the CMC.   
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 Our volunteer leaders dedicate thousands of hours each 
year to helping club members and guests learn about and ex-
perience the mountains. Leaders plan, prepare, and commu-
nicate. But successful trips depend on CMC trip participants 
doing their part—being good followers. In essence, trip par-
ticipants also need to plan and prepare for their trips, as well 
as communicate with the trip leader and other participants. 
 !ere are an abundance of books, articles, and train-
ings around the topic of leadership. Followership, however, 
sounds like an alien concept. An outstanding resource for 
both leaders and followers is the AMC Guide to Outdoor 
Leadership by Alex Kossef. !e second edition of this com-
prehensive digest was released in 2010 by AMC Books. 
 Kossef uses the analogy of a three legged stool to illus-
trate the foundations of trip leadership, with technical skills, 
interpersonal skills, and judgment skills as the legs. !ese 
three areas must be balanced for a stool to remain level, or 
for a trip to remain balanced. Although the book is directed 
at outdoor leaders, there are nuggets for all outdoor enthu-
siasts. Vignettes from a wide variety of outdoor trips e"ec-
tively illustrate Kossef ’s points. And, since he worked on risk 
management for the Appalachian Mountain Club for several 
years, he also includes examples from the mountain club per-
spective. 
 Let’s look at the three pillars in a bit more detail. 
 Technical skills are the speci#c activity skills for the trip, 
whether it is the ability to hike 10 miles, tie a #gure-eight 
knot, or traverse a knife-edge ridge. CMC trip ratings and 
descriptions help participants match their technical knowl-
edge and ability to the activity. It is critical to evaluate your 
current physical condition and skill level—not what you 
were able to do last year, or #ve years ago.
 Some of the other technical skills important for partici-
pants are weather awareness, basic #rst-aid, navigation, the 
concepts of Leave No Trace, and an understanding of the 
gear needed for the activity at hand.  
 While technical skills are essential, a three-legged stool 
cannot stand on one leg alone. Kossef emphasizes the need to 
consciously develop skills in the other two areas (interpersonal 
and judgment), which are sometimes neglected. He notes it is 
much easier to point-out someone’s poorly tied knot than it 
is to address an inappropriate comment or tell the group you 
need to stop to #x a hot spot on your foot when everyone else 
is charging forward to climb the peak. 
 !e ideal interpersonal skill set for the backcountry is 
often described as “Expedition Behavior” (EB). It was de-
veloped by Paul Petzoldt, founder of the National Outdoor 
Leadership School (NOLS) and Wilderness Education Asso-
ciation, a man that was well aware that successful group wil-
derness trips depend on human relationship skills. In Out-
door Leadership, Kossef explains EB through ten principles 
that are relevant to followers:
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S$)* A+,($-$'' is fundamental, 
including awareness of both your 
physical and mental condition and 
needs.   

S$)* L$,.$('#&% is the ability and 
initiative to take care of your own 
needs in a planned and respect-
ful manner. For example, staying 
hydrated, adjusting your clothing to 
maintain optimal temperature, or 
taking care of hot spots on your feet 
before they become blisters means 
acting on self awareness, ideally in 
synch with the rest of the group. 

S$)*)$''-$'' is the willingness to 
help out someone else on the trip 
when you are able, even when it 
means extra work.    

C"//&0/$-0 to the group goal, 
even if that means le1ing go of a 
personal objective while you are in 
the group. 2is is an important com-
ponent of CMC trips3otherwise, 
why not just go on your own?

T")$(,-4$ for people who may be 
di5erent from you is challenging, but 
can lead to greater understanding 
and awareness of your own issues. 
Try not to take o5ense or o5end 
others and remember the trip won’t 
last forever.

C"-'&.$(,0&"- and $/%,0#6 for 
others in the group is equivalent to 
the Golden Rule: “Do onto others as 
you would have them do onto you.”  

T(7'0/0(7'0+"(0#&-$'' is a two-
way street. If you carry out your part 
and show trust in your trip mates, 
they are likely to reciprocate.

C"//7-&4,0&"- should be focused 
on listening to other people’s per-
spectives, as well as being honest yet 
tac8ul with your own position. If you 
have information that could be help-
ful to others, please share it. 

H7/&)&06 is the perspective that no 
ma1er how skilled or experienced 
you are, there is an opportunity to 
learn and grow.  

S$-'$ "* H7/"( helps to ease ten-
sions and tough situations and make 
the trip fun. However, remember 
that teasing is not always welcome or 
appropriate in some situations. 

Expedition Behavior is a tenet of many 
outdoor education programs and suc-
cessful group trips. By incorporating 
these principles into trip preparation, 
along with the needed technical skills, 
CMC members will be the good fol-
lowers needed for safe and fun adven-
tures in the mountains. 9

Sheepies—unquestioning 
sheep-like followers—
have no place in  
the CMC. 


